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Graduating senior finds voice, shares it with peers 
PUJA MEHTA 
Alestle Reporter 
For fall commencement 
speaker and senior English major 
Matthew Stoecklin, of Ed-
wardsville, graduation is a time to 
reflect on the past while looking 
ahead to the future. 
Stoecklin said the goal of his 
speech is to encourage the audience 
about a major lesson he learned in 
hi~ time at SIDE - finding his 
v01ce. 
"A big thing for me coming 
here and during my four-year en-
rollment is finding my voice. I think 
for most students, especially for 
those in the College of Arts and Sci-
ences, that's really important to un-
derstand and appreciate because 
your voice is what you give to the 
world," Stoecklin said. "At the end, 
it's a call to action for the audience. 
Even when speaking to people that 
are significantly older than me, I 
think it's a really important thing to 
keep in mind. Your voice is your 
own. Cherish it and don't let any-
one try to take it away from you. 
And it's never too late to find your 
voice." 
Not only does Stoecklin plan 
to inspire spectators with his words, 
but he will share pieces of his four-
year journey at Edwardsville. 
Stoecklin said being in college trans-
formed him into someone different 
from who he was in high school. 
low students who were like, 'Okay, 
I'm going to disagree with you, but 
you have a well-argued thought, so 
that's all I can ask for."' 
Stoecklin said his opinions 
were listened to and appreciated at 
SIDE more than he had ever expe-
rienced anywhere else. 
''I had Advanced Composition 
with Dr. Matthew S. Johnson. I 
wrote a paper on video games be-
cause that's a particular area of in-
terest for me. The fact that I got a B 
on that paper, in a graduate level 
class, really solidified for me that as 
long as I can argue this and have 
support for this, it's worth saying," 
Stoecklin said. "Every opinion is 
worth respect and I've definitely felt 
that here." 
,<: It's never too 
late to find 
your voice. 
Matthew Stoecklin 
Senior English major 
The fact that his thoughts were 
so valued brought about Stoecklin's 
most memorable experience at 
SIDE - the support he received 
throughout his time. 
help if they ask for it." 
Stoecklin said ifhe could advise 
current and future students at SIDE 
about anything, it would be to en-
courage them to speak their minds, 
no matter what others think. 
"Your thoughts are your own. 
And you might learn how to craft 
them, you might learn how to ex-
press them in different ways, or you 
might change your opinions and 
that's fine," Stoecklin said. "As long 
as it comes from you, that's all that 
matters. Don't let anyone else try to 
change you. You're remarkable for 
who you are." 
With regards to his fellow 
graduates, Stoecklin said he wanted 
to thank them for sharing such a 
major part of their lives with him. 
''I've received the privilege to 
see people change in how they think 
or what their convictions are. I've 
seen people do things that they did-
n't think they could do. It's been re-
markable. So thank you for the 
privilege of witnessing all those 
events in your lives," Stoecklin said. 
For the near future, Stoecklin 
is planning to obtain a master's de-
gree. 
"I will be attending graduate 
school at U of I for a [ master's de-
gree] in library science," Stoecklin 
said. 'Tm going to try to get a job 
at a university library." , 
Stoecklin said he cherishes his 
experience at SIDE. 
''I appreciate everything that 
I've been able to get out of it, as far 
as education, and as far as making 
connections," Stoecklin said. 
"I went to high school at a 
fairly small, local school where I did 
kind of feel like I was sort of ex-
pected to fall into the crowd, or 
think a certain way," Stoecklin said. 
"And getting into classes here, I 
began to run into professors and fel-
"I've received overwhelming 
support from my professors and my 
classmates in both my academic and 
personal life," Stoecklin said. ''I have 
not met a professor at this university 
who is unwilling to give a student 
Pujo Mehta con be reached at 
pmehto@olestlelive.com or 650-3527. 
Senior English major Matthew Stoec klin, of Edwardsville, reflects on his time 
at SIUE as he prepares for his commencement speech. 
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Nygard e1co1rages fellow graduates to 1ever stop lear1i1g 
Graduate Assistant for Educational Leadership Development and Performance 
Improvement Shanda Nygard, of Fairview Heights, finishes up some work at 
her desk while preparing to share her experiences and opportunities at SIUE 
with peers at fall commencement. 




Shanda Nygard, of Fairview 
Heights, wants to encourage 
her fellow graduates to push 
their limits and get out of their 
comfort zones. 
"Thinking outside the box 
is op~ for a few creative people 
but has bea)me the norm for 
all of us," Nygard said. 
Nygard will be graduating 
with a master's degree from 
the Instructional Technology 
Program with a focus on In-
structional Design and Per-
formance Improvement. 
Nygard said she hopes her 
speech will uplift her fellow 
classmates. 
"Graduating is only the 
first step to the future and the 
only peopll: who can limit 
their potential are themselves," 
Nygard said. 
Nygard plans to tell the 
audience how the work she 
has accomplished at SIUE has 
opened doors she never would 
have imagined without pursu-
ing a graduate degree. 
Although most of her 
classes were online, Nygard 
feels she received the best of 
both worlds. 
Being the Graduate Assis-
tant in the Educational Lead-
ership Department, she was 
still on campus often and ex-
pressed how wonderful her ex-
perience here has been. 
"I was able to embrace the 
technology side of my pro-
gram in my pajamas at home, 
but I then could get to know 
my professors, all the faculty 
members and a lot of the staff 
when I came to campus," Ny-
gard said. 
Nygard revealed that al-
tl1ough everyone at SIUE has 
been absolutely wonderful, 
helpful and friendly, her fa-
vorite memory is driving onto 
campus in the fall with all of 
the leaves changing colors. 
In the future, Nygard 
plans on working as an in-
~ Never 
procrastinate, 




Graduate Assistant in 
Educational Leadership 
structional designer for a uni-
versity in the Midwest. 
Nygard said she has al-
ready obtained job interviews 
with the University of Mis-
souri and SIUE. "While I am 
working as an instructional de-
signer I plan on creating a 
consulting company with 
some of my colleagues from 
my program I have met over 
the past two years," Nygard 
said. 
Nygard hopes the campus 
will continue to grow and see 
it grow larger with more doc-
torate programs available to 
students. 
focused on their academics. 
"I have always felt that 
SIUE and the faculty were 
here for me and to help me be 
succe sful," ygard said. 
As for incoming students, 
Nygard's most helpful advice 
would be to work hard. 
"These college years can 
be a lot of fun but don't forget 
the real goal, which is to grad-
uate," Nygard said. 
Nygard said her entire 
time here has changed who 
she is. 
According to Nygard she 
is a more confident person 
than she was two years ago. 
"I learned that sometimes 
we do fail but those failures 
are only learning experiences 
and an opportunity to grow 
academically and emotionally," 
Nygard said. 
Nygard credits a lot of her 
growth to the faculty at the In-
structional Technology De-
partment. 
"They have a tendency to 
push you mentally until you 
think you have nothing left to 
give and still ask for more," 
Nygard said. 
Nygard challenges her fel-
low graduates to push the 
boundaries and limits of what 
they thought was possible. 
"Just when you think you 
have hit a brick wall, just 
know you can still knock it 
down one brick at a time," 
Nygard said. 
The main characteristic ------------ -
Nygard hopes SIUE will con-
tinue is keeping its students 
Madison O'Brien con be reached at 
mobrien@olestlelive.com or 
650-3527. 
9 a.m. and 1 p.m. 
Saturday, Dec. 1 3, 2014 
Vadalabene Center 
College of Arts and Sciences I p.m. commencement 
Graduate degrees 
Mita A. Bordoloi ........................ MA Jennifer M. Baugh ......................... MPA Fred J. Cornwell ......................... MS Reema Shakya ............................ MS 
Marcy M. Bosoluke .................... MA Joshua A. Crawford .................. MPA Leah C. Douglas ......................... MS Swechhya Singh .. ... .. ......... .......... MS 
Breanna C. Branson ................... MA Matthew M. Davis .................... MPA Loren N. Dunham ...................... MS Layla A. Souers ................ ........... MS 
Jordan Brennan .......... ................ MA Daryl W Mcwoods ................... MPA Aaron D. Engelke ....... ................ MS Jaclyn E. Taylor ......................... .. MS 
Patrick M. Dongarra ................... MA Joseph W Morin ....................... MPA Christopher J. Huff ..... ................ MS Kristina Thompson ...... ............ ... MS 
Cody L. Eaton ........................... MA Harriet A. Oppong ................... MPA Thomas B. James ........................ MS Nicole M. Titus .......................... MS 
Patience L. Ferry ........................ MA Tinika R. Page .......................... MPA Leighann Jones ................ ........... MS Kari N. Williams ......................... MS 
Ashlea N. Gernand ...... ............... MA Diana L. Peters ......................... MPA Breana K. Lamb .............. : .......... MS Kyle R. Wilm ............... ............... MS 
Jeffrey S. Martin ......... ................ MA Natasha A. Piper. ...................... MPA Emily R. McCadden ................... MS Benjamin Z. Woolf ..................... MS 
Megan M. May .......................... MA Brittany R. Porter ..................... MPA Sravya Mogili ............................. MS Nelson L. Beneze ..................... .... PB 
Cara L. Moore ........................... MA Danayka Saavedra-Berrocal ....... MPA Eliwaza Naomi S. Msengi ........... MS Janice E. Camren .................... ..... PB 
Shannan C. Schoemaker ............. MA Seyedali Sajadi N aeini ............... MPA Georgia Mueller .......................... MS Emily M. Elden ....... .................... PB 
Chunli Tan ................................. MA Jenna D. Springer ..................... MPA Manuel Poch ............................... MS Cara L. Moore ............................. PB 
Leighton F. Taylor ...................... MA Angela C. Strobel ..................... MPA Nathaniel E. Reese ...................... MS Rohit Kuncham Mohan Raj ...... PSM 
Richard J. Tough ........................ MA Angela Toussaint ...................... MPA Michael D. Reimer ..................... MS April A. Sage ............................ PSM 
Joshua A. Tyler ........................... MA Angela N. Wille ........................ MPA Julius M. Richardson .................. MS 
Caitlyn R. Williams .................... MA Lindley B. Ballen ............ ........... . MS Chelsey K. Robinson .................. MS 
Fernando V R. de Oliveira ............ MM Breanna L. Cooper ..................... MS_ Ryan F. Rzeszutko ....................... MS 
Undergraduate degrees 
Chelsea M. Akin ..................... BA David P. l-Iolloway. .... ... .. ......... BA Sarah E. Mcknight ................... BA Jennifer Turner ........................ BA 
Jennifer L. Blum ..................... BA Steven E. Houk ...................... BA Zachary M. Meyer ................... BA Gregory L. Underwood ........... BA 
Emily E. Botkin ...................... BA Aaron D. Huggins .................. BA Kelcie M. Miller ...................... BA Kaitlyn E. Vanostran ................ BA 
Kayleigh E. Bowles ......... ........ BA Alberto Jasso ........................... BA Jessica M. Mills ....................... BA Kaleb D. Volker ...................... BA 
Andrew K. Burton ................... BA Emily R. Jenkins ..................... BA Steven W Mosby. .............. BA,BA Kortney N. Walden .................. BA 
Briana K. Collier ...................... BA Marco Johnson ....................... BA Brett R. Murray. ...................... BA Paige G. Whitehead .............. ... BA 
Belfield C. Collymore .............. BA Erica L. Jones ......................... BA Sara E. Nessing ...... .................. BA Adam J. Whiteside ............. ...... BA 
Chris Conant.. ........................ BA Myra A. Juenger ...................... BA · Mary L. Propheter ................... BA Kaitlyn M. Wiese ..................... BA 
Alyssa M. Cracchiolo ............... BA Dylan R. Kaericher .................. BA Kaitlin E. Richardson .............. BA Sierra Wilson .......................... BA 
Devan L. Depauw .............. .. ... BA Christopher R. Kernan ............ BA Heather R. Robinson .............. BA Hannah E. Wrigley. ..... ............. BA 
Stacie Ellis .............................. BA Samantha N. Kinnear .............. BA Monica L. Schempp ................ BA Layla Zubi .............................. BA 
Elizabeth A. Fellios .................. BA Brittany E. Lantry. ................... BA Jonathan R. Schulze ................ BA Jessica L. Belangee ................. BFA 
Steven M. Garner ..................... BA Cole R. Laramore .................... BA Brittany A. Seiffert ................. BA Steven E. Gray. ................ ...... BFA 
Robert L. Gulledge ................. BA Maria Lavender ....................... BA Harold E. Silvey. ...................... BA Jessica R. Hatfield ....... ........... BFA 
Brittany K. Gvazdinskas .......... BA Joshua K. Lawson .................. BA Kelsey D. Smith ...................... BA Kyle R. Kirkpatrick ................ BFA 
Shelby N. Hall ........................ BA Emily J. Layeski ...................... BA Matthew D. Stoecklin .............. BA Kendal R. Krotz ................... BFA 
Brianne K. Harris ................... BA John W Linafelter ................... BA Jennifer K. Sumida ................. BA ElenaM. McKarnen ............... BFA 
Heidi L. He_nnings .................. BA Lauren K. Lowe ..................... BA Tacara L. Tate ......................... BA Joy A. Miller .......................... BFA 
Rasheedah T. Henson ............. BA Levi A. Malan ......................... BA Abagail A. Thompson ............. BA Gwendolyn Porter .................. BFA 
Halie J. Holcomb .................... BA Julie A. Mangoff ..................... BA Rachel Tolleson ....................... BA Daniel A. Tybor ..................... BFA 
·J, ,,. 
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College of Arts and Sciences 
Shelly A. Walter .. .... .... .... .. ... .. BFA Tyler J. DeLong ......... : .. ...... ..... BS Andrea J. Lamartina .... ............ BS Ian A. Rutledge .... .. .. ... .... ... .... . BS 
Carl W Wingbcrmuehle ......... BFA Jonathan D. Dickrnan .............. BS AmandaM. Lands ................. .. BS Margarita Ryan .. ....... ...... .. ... .... BS 
Alex W Kalika ................... ..... BLS Colton C. Dinga ...................... BS Simone Lanier ......................... BS Anthony W. Sabat .................. .. BS 
Alex D. Jansen ........................ BM Kalen T. Duhs .......................... BS Kimberly A. Latham ................ BS Jazmine A. Sanders .................. BS 
Josiah R. Joyce ...................... BM John D. Elsass ......................... BS Brittany N. Lee ....................... BS Keirsten N. Savering ................ BS 
Wesley D. Morgan .................. BM Matthew P. Escarraz ................ BS Toni D. Leonard ..................... BS Nikolas D. Schiller ................... BS 
Rebekah J. Watkins ................ BM Lucas J. Fanning ...................... BS Jennifer E. Lewis ...................... BS Nick F. Schrock ........................ BS 
Connor C. Alexander ................ BS Kristofer M. Ferguson .............. BS Shelley A. Livingston ............... BS Marshall C. Schultz .................. BS 
Carolyn E. Allison ................... BS 
Justin M. Ambry. ..................... BS 
Cody Finan .............................. BS 
Leah R. Flowers ...................... BS 
Melissa E. Lovell ..................... BS 
Adam T. Markwell ................... BS 
Brent P. Sellers .......................... BS 
Jeffrey A. Sharp ................... .... BS 
Troy D. Anderson .................... BS 
Christopher I. Arnold ............... BS 
Logan J. Frymire ...................... BS 
AndreaD. Fyffe ........................ BS 
Tyler J. Marmon ...................... BS 
Corey L. Martin ...................... BS 
Jared A. Shilling ...................... BS 
Bethany L. Smith .................... BS 
Candace S. Asher ..................... BS April L. Gerhardt ..................... BS Natalie M. Masulla .................. BS Erin E. Smith ........................... BS 
Michael Barnett ....................... BS Samantha A. Gilmore .............. BS Stephanie M. McCarthy. ........... BS Sharon K. Solarz ..................... BS 
Margo A. Bassett ...................... BS Scott R. Gipson ................... : ... BS Douglas R. Michalak ............... BS Jennifer L. Sparks .................... BS 
Lindsey M. Benvenuto ............. BS Duane T. Goodner .................... BS Johnathan M. Milazzo .............. BS Travis E. Stipes ....... ... ... .... ....... BS 
Thomas B. Bieneman ............... BS 
Angela L. Bilzing .................... BS 
Ryan Bollinger ......................... BS 
Gina M. Borelli ....................... BS 
James R. Bowers .. · .................... BS 
Thomas R. Bright .................... BS 
Stephen N. Brown ................... BS 
Tatiana S. Bruce ............ : .......... BS 
Alona M. Bruce-Oldham .......... BS 
Justin R. Carlson ..................... BS 
Katlyn J. Ceurvorst .................. BS 
Nicholas J. Clarice .................... BS 
Christine R. Clark ................... BS 
Ashley N. Cramer .................. ; .BS 
Eric J. Czajkowski ................... BS 
Sandra Dalzotto ....................... BS 
Amanda G. Dean ..................... BS 
Wesley Degroot ....................... BS 
Rebecca A. Grandi di er .............. BS 
Chase K. Green ....................... BS 
Nicholas Groves ...................... BS 
Anthony R. Haley. .................. BS 
Anthony C. Hanks .................. BS 
Robert S. Hannah .................... BS 
Adam D. Heil.. ........................ BS 
Mary E. Huber ................... : .... BS 
Mallory A. Johnson ................. BS 
Ke' Asha L. Jones ..................... BS 
Ryan A. Jouett ......................... BS 
Trey C. Kati ch .......................... BS 
Roger E. Keime ....................... BS 
Alexander N. Kilby. ................. BS 
Mitchell E. Kramer .................. BS 
Emma C. Kuester ..................... BS 
Lauryn R. Kulasza ................... BS 
Ashley L. Miller ....................... BS 
Deborah J. Mills .................. .... BS 
Jordan V. Milon ....................... BS 
Matthew R. Mittler .................. BS 
Sandra C. Monroe ................... BS 
CoreyD. Nordike .................... BS 
Audrey L. Parker ...................... BS 
Zachary D. Patton ................... BS 
Meghann R. Pearce .................. BS 
Alan T. Perryman ..................... BS 
Mason T. Petrie ........................ BS 
Deborah L. Pohl.. .................... BS 
Rashno Poormotamed ............. BS 
Jason L. Prott .......................... BS 
Tanya M. Rediess ..................... BS 
Ryan W. Reil son ...................... BS 
Amy L. Rinderer ..................... BS 
Matthew Studebaker ................ BS 
Justin B. Summers ................... BS 
Christopher D. Sumpter .......... BS 
Kaitlin M. Szedlar .... ................ BS 
Joy C. Talkington .................... BS 
Garrett R. Talla ........................ BS 
David W Tennyson .................. BS 
David A. Thomas .................... BS 
Tia J. Vaher .............................. BS 
Megan E. Van Hoy. .................. BS 
Jesse D. Vincent ...................... BS 
Alex Walker .............................. BS 
Kurtis F. Waterman .................. BS 
Caleb C. Wheeler ..................... BS 
Philip D. Wilkinson ................. BS 
Jeffrey G. Wilson ..................... BS 
School of Business 9 a.m. commencement 
Graduate degrees 
Daniel W. Bennett ............... MBA 
Geoffrey F. Darmstaedter .... MBA 
Nathan Doherty. ................. MBA 
Matthew K. Fischer ............. MBA 
Alexandra K. Flatt .............. MBA 
Elizabeth A. Hughes ........... MBA 
Patricia S. Koehrie ............... MBA 
Craig J. McIntosh ............... MBA 
Dustin S. McSparin ............ MBA 
Adesile 0. Okeowo ............. MBA 
Lincoln Rudolph .... ............ MBA 
Chelsie E. Switzer ............... MBA 
Lukas W. Winkelmann ........ MBA 
Lam B. An ........................ MMR 
Bei Chen ........................... MMR 
Trang T. Dao ..................... MMR 
Evanne R. Ellis .................. MMR 
Colby D. Jackson ............... ~R 
David A. Lilly. ................... MMR 
Venkata M. K. Nerusu ....... MMR 
Dominic T. Williams .......... MMR 
Leila A. Al-Bori ..................... MS 
Carlton L. Duckworth ........... MS 
William D. Gray. .................... MS 
Caleb V. Hoelscher ................. MS 
Lifa Huang ............................ MS 
Cody J. Jeiikins ...................... MS 
WenLian ............................... MS 
Beverly M. McBrian ............... MS 
Ruchira Padhi ........................ MS 
Ki ran Satwani ........................ MS 
Amanda M. Baratta ............. MSA 
Erin E. Beyer ....................... MSA 
Jessica L. Bosch ................... MSA 
Alexas R. Dreyer ................. MSA 
Timothy R. O'Grady. .......... MSA 
Christopher D. Sobrino ....... MSA 
Undergraduate degrees 
Jocelyn N. Alegre .................... BS 
Ethan J. Andis ........................ BS 
Adam Z. Arras ......................... BS 
Haylee L. Artinger .................. BS 
Zachary A. Auld ..................... BS 
Brittany D. Bailey .................... BS 
Hailu S. Balla .......................... BS 
Tekiah L. Banks ...................... BS 
Peter A. Clemens .................... BS Erika R. Hall ...... .................... BS 
Taylor J. Cox ........................... BS Brooke E. Harlan .................... BS 
Justin Croenne ........................ BS Nicole R. Harpstrite ............... BS 
Tyler J. DeLong ...................... BS Alexander C. Harris ................ BS 
Christopher C. DeSimone ...... BS David Hasenstab .................... BS 
Brett S. Dierkes ...................... BS , Samantl1a M. Heimgartner ...... BS 
Kimberly A. Eilerman .............. BS Molly J. Hepker ...................... BS 
Emily M. Eschmann ............... BS · Adam J. Hill ........ ................... BS 
Amanda M. Konneker ............. BS 
Crystal A. Kruckeberg ............. BS 
Ryan A. Kulpa ........................ BS 
Christopher J. Lawrence ......... BS 
Miles E. Lawrence .................. BS 
Chad R. Lemm ....................... BS 
Stephanie N. Little ................. BS 
Andrew P. Long ...................... BS 
Connor Barr ........................... BS Jordyn K. Finke .................... .. BS Kristin P. Hodge ..................... BS Carter T. Lowe ....................... BS 
Rogelio Berumen .................... BS 
Tess E. Betts ........................... BS 
Sap an K. Bhakta ..................... BS 
Benjamin Bloomfield .............. BS 
Kathryn E. Blotna ................... BS 
Regis D. Bowers ..................... BS 
Anthony B. Brasel.. ................. BS 
Chadwick E. Brittin ................ BS 
Clay T. Foster ........................ .. BS Jacob Holle ............................ BS 
Mandy S. Fowler .................. .. . BS Emily E. H orton .................... BS 
William L. Franklin ... ... ... .. .. ... . BS Alexandria Hunter .................. BS 
Austin R. Garber .... ............ ..... BS Clavton N . Hutchinson .......... BS 
Aaron E. Garrison ......... .... ... .. BS James A. Iwayemi ................... BS 
Elizabeth A. Gerard ........... ... .. BS Jennifer L. James ... ................. BS 
Darryl E. Godfrey. ................. . BS Jason R . J anuska ..................... BS 
Allison P. Gonzalez .... ... ........ .. BS Matthew R . Jones ..... ....... ....... BS 
Keith B. Mack ......................... BS 
Carson Madden ...................... BS 
Anika L. Maddox ................... BS 
Adam T. Markwell .................. BS 
Emily G. Martin ..................... BS 
Matt C. McCauley ...... ............. BS 
Charles J. McCormick ............. BS 
Joshua P. Menacher ................. BS 
Kayla D. Brown ...................... BS 
Zachary M= Bryan ................... BS 
Abbey N. Buxton .................... BS 
Steven D. Christ ..................... BS 
Cindy A. Green ..... .............. .. .. BS Mitchell H. Karnafel.. ............. BS 
Qiana B. Greer .................. .... .. BS Bryan T. Kirk. .. ....................... BS 
Hawo D. Guyo ....................... BS Nathan Klein .......................... BS 
James R. Gvazdinskas ............ . BS Alex R. Knicl .......................... BS 
Timothy P. Messer ................... BS 
Garrett E. Metz ...................... BS 
Andrew W. Milligan ................ BS 
Jason A. Monaco .................... BS 
Tyler J. Claeys................... . B.S Corbin J. Hackley. .................. BS Dawn Kohlfeld ....................... BS Kimberli I. Moore .................. BS 
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Dominick P. Moscardelli ......... BS 
Marquies R. Mosley. ............... BS 
Ngoan T Nguyen ................... BS 
James T Nippert ............ ......... BS 
Martin J. N1ssen ..................... BS 
Mary E. Novich ...................... BS 
Kwao Ofei .............................. BS 
David S. Parks ........................ BS 
Colleen A. Pech ...................... BS 
Jay Pithadia ............................ BS 
Jacob F Pryor ......................... BS 
Timothy A. Putman ................ BS 
John M. Raddatz .................... BS 
Grant T Robinson .................. BS 
Benjamin E. Russo ................. BS 
Lauren A. Sanders .................. BS 
Bradley A. Schindewolf .......... BS 
Jeffrey D. Sellman .................. BS 
Spencer R. Sieferman ............. BS 
Adrienne L. Sims .................... BS 
Mikie D. Rachman ............ ... ...... MS 
www.alestlelive.com 
School of Business 
Cody A. Singer ....................... BS Jennifer L. Williams ................ BS 
Adam K. Skau ........................ BS Tyler S. Womack ..................... BS 
Joshua M. Smith ..................... BS Justin R. Wood ....................... BS 
Blake B. Snyder ....................... BS Clare E. Worman .................... BS 
Misty L. Soliben ..................... BS Zhi J. Zhong .......................... BS 
Andrew E. Spencer ................. BS Kelsey D. Zobrist ................... BS 
John 0. Spengler .................... BS Gabriel F Zuccarelli ................ BS 
Denise E. Spier ....................... BS Stefan Albers ........................ BSA 
Patrick B. Springman .............. BS Kaitlyne L. Booth ................ BSA 
Lydia F Swmford ................... BS Breanna K. Coonrod ............ BSA 
Logun A. Taylor ..................... BS Cory A. Cunningham ........... BSA 
Courtney E. Thole .................. BS Laura A. Green .................... BSA 
Kathryn M. Trettenero ............ BS Sommer E. Hachmann ......... BSA 
Dalton J. Vanfleet ................... BS Tiffani R. Halvachs .............. BSA 
Brenda N. Wabomnor ............. BS · Stephanie A. Heffron ........... BSA 
Paige B. Wallace ...................... BS Miranda E. Huelsmann ........ BSA 
Melissa R. Walter .................... BS Jessica L. Hughes ................. BSA 
Kyle W. Warfield ..................... BS Amy J. Kaska ....................... BSA 
David T Wickenhauser ........... BS Dolores R. Kelly. .................. BSA 
Alyssa B. Williams .................. BS Christopher Lee ................... BSA 
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Luke Lembke ....................... BSA 
Shannon E. Lowe .... ............ BSA 
Jacob P. McCoy. ........ , .......... BSA 
Joshua McGlone .................. BSA 
Jada M. Miller ...................... BSA 
Jessica R. Odell.. .................. BSA 
Ryan M. Oldham ................. BSA 
Austin J. Peterson ................. BSA 
Shelly L. Pistello ................... BSA 
Evan R. Schaefer .................. BSA 
Shelby M. Scott .................... BSA 
Megan T Somers ................. BSA 
Emily S. Stockman ............... BSA 
Ping Z. Trachsel.. ................. BSA 
Randi L. Traylor ................... BSA 
Affton M. Wood .................. BSA 
Emily Woods ....................... BSA 
Troy Rd. and Junction Drive 
Next to Super Wal mart 
618.659.2151 
$10 Haircut 
Rl!gular Varsitv Haircut: SIi • Regular Jr. Vaf>itv (10 & Under) Haircut $1l 
Present coupon before haircut. Not valid with anv other offer. Void ii ba•terej 
copied. traded. or sold. Valid only at Edward1v1lle/Glen Carbon locator 
EXPIRES • V: 3240 • JV: 3245 
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School of Education, Health and 
Human Behavior 9a.m. commencement 
Graduate degrees 
Lawrence Tourijigian ............... EDD Adan1 B. Voyles .... ....................... MA Blake R. Meyer .... .......... ......... .... MS Daniel Edgerton .................... MSED 
David Ackerman ....................... EDS Lindsay B. Banks ........................ MS Courtney E. Motl ....................... MS Itzhak Feygelman ............. ..... MSED 
Paul J. Creek ............................. EDS Kayla J. Bimm .... .. ...................... MS Taylor B. O'Neill ......................... MS Laura E. Frierdich ................. MSED 
John H. Dozier. ..... ........... ... ... .. EDS Kelsey S. Borg ............................ MS Nicholas Osaben ......................... MS Donald L. Gw1ter .................. MSED 
Lois A. Luthy ........................... EDS Rachel D. Bush ........................... MS Reginald W Reed ........... ............ MS Bradley A. Lavite ................... MSED 
Na than J. Rakers ....................... EDS Grant G. Eschmaim .................... MS Adam J. Sachtleben ..................... MS Audrey L. Llewellyn-Hill ....... MSED 
Erica L. Reed .............. .............. EDS Brian P. Groark ........................... MS Mallory K. Scharf .... ................... MS Kimberley Lobb .................... MSED 
Kelly L. Schlueter ..................... EDS Eric M. Habeck .......................... MS Debbie A. Tuey ....... .................... MS Ashley J. Moorman ............... MSED 
Gary L. Spiller .......................... EDS Phillip A. Hale ............................ MS Jill A. Unverzagt ......................... MS Shanda M. Nygard ................ MSED 
Cindy V. Stevenson ... .......... ...... EDS Lacey P. Hall ............................... MS Courtney Wagenbach .................. MS Shaw1 M. Seibert ................... MSED 
Annalise K. Coffman .......... .. ... ... MA Jam arr N. Henaifesh ................... MS Kraig A. Wessel ....................... .. . MS Lisa Y Ward .......................... MSED 
Carrie L. Heyen .. ........ .... ..... ...... MA Victoria A. Hensley .................... MS Kathleen M. Wolf ....................... MS Lindsay R. Weber. ................. MSED 
Samantha A. Martin .. ....... ... .... ... MA Meaghan N. Hutchinson ............ MS Casey M. Adam ..................... MSED Pamela C. Waggoner .................... PB 
Holly N. Morris .. ....................... MA Lashonda L. Lockhart ..... ........ .... MS Michelle A. Albrecht.. ............ MSED 
Undergraduate degrees 
Chelsea A. Dotson ...................... BA Anastasya N. Cavanagh ........ .... .... BS Hope E. Jones ............................. BS Christine A. Rukavina .................. BS 
Char lee A. Fritsche ...................... BA Cole J. Clapper ............................ BS Matthew L. Jones ................ .. ...... BS Tatiana M. Sanchez ................. ... .. BS 
Ashley N. Hill ............................. BA Andrea R. Cooper ....................... BS Rebecca E. Jones ......................... BS Elliott M. Scharringhausen .......... BS 
Jared T. Lamkey .......................... BA Sharmita C. Crymes ..................... BS Ashley L. Klopmeier .................... BS Dominique D. Sin1mons .. .... .. .... .. BS 
Destinee J. Mieure ....................... BA Michael J. Deutsch ....................... BS Marissa D. Kohlrus Green ............ BS Brian D. Sipe ...... .. ... ... ......... .... ... . BS 
Courtney L. Miller ...................... BA Shelby S. Eldred .......................... BS Kristin E. Lally ......................... ... BS Rani L. Somers ....................... ..... BS 
Emily L. Sirko ............................. BA Heather V. Ficek .......................... BS Lauren 0. Lambert ...................... BS Christopher Stapchuk .................. BS 
Frances E. Smith ......................... BA Kaitlin M. Flinn ........................... BS Matthew J. Lam pen .................. ... BS Ian M. Stewart ............................. BS 
Lindsay A. Taylor ........................ BA Christopher C. Floyd ................... BS Zachary M. Link .......................... BS Kasey A. Stoetzer. ........................ BS 
Samantha N. Thi en ..................... BA Georgina Francis .................. .. ...... BS Nicole M. Lynch .......................... BS Jennifer L. Tennison .................... BS 
Ashley Adams .............................. BS Andrew C. Frech .......................... BS Elnora E. Martinez ...................... BS Hannah E. Vallandingham ........... BS 
Emily A. Amesquita ..................... BS Brett A. Gilley .............................. BS Sarah J. Mcnease ......... .. .... ... ........ BS Milton M. Waters .......... ..... ... BS, BS 
Morgan L. Barackman ... .......... .... BS JeffK. Green .................... .... ....... BS Brett D. Montgomery .................. BS Elizabeth T. Wheeler .................... BS 
Sonia M. Bechtloff. ...................... BS Jessica E. Hale ............................. BS Melissa V. Neislein ....................... BS Dylan J. White .... .... ..... ..... ....... .... BS 
Alex S. Berty ................................ BS Samantha J. Hanks .......... : ........... BS Jacob C. Parson ........................... BS Jennifer White ......... .. .. ............ .... BS 
Madeline M. Braasch ... .... ............ BS Shelby N. Herrmann ................... BS Krystal R. Pingel... ....................... BS Jessica A. Williamson ................... BS 
Ashley M. Brewer ........... ..... ..... .. . BS Matthew W Holaday ................... BS Kristy L. Pollo ................ ..... ... ..... BS Stephanie L. Wilson .............. BS, BS 
Claire A. Brown ........................... BS Courtney M. Johnson .................. BS Kristin N. Randant ... ... .... .... .... .... BS Ashley N. Wolf ........... .... .. ...... ..... BS 
Kimberly D. Brown ..................... BS Kelsee M. Johnston ...................... BS Crystal L. Reiff ............................ BS Alexandria M. Younge .......... ........ BS 
Kyle W Cary ................................ BS Brittany N. Jones ......................... BS Samantha R. Roach ..................... BS 
Schoo I of Nursing 9 a.m. commencement 
Graduate degrees 
Charlotte B. Chance ................. DNP 
Robin L. Grubbs ...................... DNP 
Katherine A. Robbins .............. DNP 
Bryce L. Allen ............. ................ MS 
Ann M. Altgilbers ....... .. .............. MS 
Tara A. Baca ................................ MS 
Megan K. Bagheri ....................... MS 
Katie A. Barnard ........ .. .......... ..... MS 
Wallace H. Barrett ....................... MS 
Melinda R. Boyster .. ... .. .............. MS 
Ryan W Braner. ............. .... .. .. .... . MS 
Tricia A. Clayton ......................... MS 
Kristopher P. Clements ............... MS 
Kimberly A. Clyne ... ................... MS 
Emma E. Dragovich ................... MS Terri A. Lamar ............................ MS 
Cody P. Dykes ............................. MS Susan N. Lees ............................. MS 
Kristin E. Elmore .......... .. ........... MS Danielle M. Loftus ................. ..... MS 
Alicia M. Ferguson ......... ............. MS Gaylin Manion ............................ MS 
Barbara L. Fuessel.. ..................... MS Elizabeth L. Maro ....................... MS 
Lindsay A. Ginger ...................... MS Maribeth J. McCormack .... ... .... .. MS 
Kelsey K. Godar ......................... MS Erin B. McGuire ................... ... ... MS 
Alyssa R. Griesbaum ................. , .. MS Jordanna R. Meadows .... .......... .. MS 
Pauletta D. Gullett ........ : ..... .. ... ... MS Carol E. Miller ................... .. ....... MS 
Abbey E. Hawkins ..... ..... .. ..... : .... MS Tracy T. Nguyen ......................... MS 
Tara L. Helfrich .......................... MS Amanda M. Peregrin ........ ..... .... .. MS 
Amanda L. House ...................... MS Lindsay A. Pulley ........................ MS 
Elizabeth A. Hughett .. .... .... .. ...... MS Tyson L. Purchatzke ..... .... ........... MS 
Kevin W Hutcheson ................... MS Chelsea C. Reinersman ............... MS 
Sarah E. Rosenthal ..................... MS 
Sarah J. Sanders ........... ...... ... ...... MS 
Jennifer N. Schmitz .................. .. MS 
Christopher Slane ... .. .. .... ... .... .. ... MS 
Jody P. Sutton ............................. MS 
Valerie A. Tri bl.. .......................... MS 
Audra L. Trump .......................... MS 
Corey L. Vanzo ........................... MS 
Carlos Velazquez ......................... MS 
Kristina N. Waggoner .............. .. . MS 
Keondra N. Walker .............. .. ..... MS 
Kristofer N. Warren ............... ..... MS 
Alyssa A. Washington ................. MS 
Sarah E. White .......... .. .... .. ......... MS 
Maria Constantinides .............. .... MS 
Charissa Deckelmann .. ... .... ......... MS 
Elizabeth K. Dietz ................... ... MS 
Courtney R. Kater .............. .' .... ... MS Melissa K. Render. ......... ... .......... MS 
Tracie L. Kloeppel .... .. ......... ... .... MS Tara K. Robertson ... ...... .. ........... MS 
Victoria L. Woodrum ................. MS 
Elvit T. Zubiri ............................. MS 
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School of Nursing 
Undergraduate degrees 
Lauren E. Albert.. ........................ BS 
Christine B. Anderson ................. BS 
Amber N. Auge ........................... BS 
Jennifer R. Babka ........................ BS 
Bethany R. Bauman ..................... BS 
Patricia R. Bialk ........................... BS 
Megan Binney .............................. BS 
Jennifer A. Boerckel.. ................... BS 
Melanie D. Boone ........................ BS 
Cristina Bowman ....... .................. BS 
Cynthia L. Bryant.. ...................... BS 
Joyce A. Buehler .......................... BS 
Ashley M. Chapman .................... BS 
Taylor D. Clarie ............................ BS 
Rebecca L. Cline .......................... BS 
Haylee J. Conkling ...................... BS 
Tiffany M. Cowan ........................ BS 
Carissa Dagnon ...... ..................... BS 
Dylan J. DeFauw ......................... BS 
Timothy S. Denney ...................... BS 
Emily N. Dugger ........................ . BS 
Mohammad A. El-Ahmad ............ BS 
Darcy N. Essmyer.. .. _ .................... BS 
Erin E. Eyre ................................. BS 
Brianne M. Felchlia ...................... BS 
Benjamin D. Francois .................. BS 
Jodi J. Garner .............................. BS 
Angela K. Gilbreth ....................... BS 
Daniel I. Graham ......................... BS 
Melissa A. Gray ........................... BS 
Lauren A. Gregory ....................... BS 
Kathryn E. Guerra ....................... BS 
Heather L. Han1ilton ................... BS 
Rashad J. Harral .......................... BS 
Hayley C. Harshman ................... BS 
Caitlin M. Hietter ........................ BS 
Lisa J. Hoge ............ ........... ......... BS 
Ashley R. Hooker ........................ BS 
Krystle M. Horner ....................... BS 
Kimberly M. Horton ................... BS 
Amber G. Ishmael ......... .............. BS 
Alishia L. Jacks ........................... . BS 
Emily C. Kassebaum .................... BS 
Kristin A. Katte ........................... BS 
Andrew J. Klostermann ............... BS 
Victoria Koch .............................. BS 
Holland S. Kotkiewicz ................. BS 
Jayne M. Law .............................. BS 
Gwendolyn R. Lawson ................ BS 
Kelli M. Lewis ............................. BS 
Jenny Lieu ................................... BS 
John M. Luker ............................. BS 
Lauryn M. McCoy ....................... BS 
Holly McGrath ............................ BS 
Tiffany R. Mellenthin .................. BS 
Christopher D. Mentz .................. BS 
Heather C. Merritt ....................... BS 
Patrick Merritt ............................. BS 
Christina Moore .......................... BS 
Malaya T. Movido ........................ BS 
JosqJh M. Oldani .................... ..... BS 
Lisa K. Page ................................. BS 
Haylie A. Patterson ...................... BS 
Katharine E. Pohlman ....... ...... ..... BS 
Emily P. Pokrop ........................... BS 
Samantha L. Portell ..................... BS 
Lori A. Prange ............................. BS 
Erin E. Regan .............................. BS 
Sara M. ReIChart.. ........................ BS 
Chloe V Reim ............................. BS 
Kaitlin M. Rhodes ....................... BS 
John M. Roegge .......................... BS 
Taylor N. Rumple ........................ BS 
Laura M. Schmersahl.. ................. BS 
Krista D. Schumacher. ................. BS 
Meaghan R. Schwigen ................. BS 
Harry E. Senaldi .......................... BS 
Becil L. Shelton Deary ................. BS 
Jackson T. Sinlmons ..................... BS 
Ashley R. Smith ........................... BS 
Colin M. Solomon ....................... BS 
Casey J. Sowers ....... ............. ....... BS 
Courtney G. Spivey ..................... BS 
Mary C. Stasaitis .......................... BS 
Kara K. Steed ........................... ... BS 
Ryan F. Theen .............................. BS 
Linh Tran .................................... BS 
Robin M. Umbaugh .................... BS 
Hope E. Valette ........................... BS 
Jordyn N. Van Tine ...................... BS 
Jacqueline M. VanRiper ............... BS 
Jenna M. Voegtle ......................... BS 
Na th alee Wallcer ..................... : ..... BS 
Kristin M. Wall ............................ BS 
Cassandra L. Washer .................... BS 
Emily R. Weinberg ...................... BS 
Jayna K. White ............................ BS 
Jonathan C. Whitmore ................. BS 
Ashley M. Wilson ........................ BS 
Jennifer L. Wilson ......................... BS 
Zachariah J. Wisnasky .................. BS . 
Joshua Zack ................................. BS 
Jack M. Zeiger .................... : ........ BS 
• • .. ' t l'/ I •, ... ) t ; 
School of Engineering I l I p.m. commencement 
~ . . ' 
Graduate degrees 
. 
Oladayo A. Akande ..................... MS Ji yuan Fu .................................... MS Sruthi Nidamanuri ...................... MS Ranish M. Shakya ....................... MS 
Bipinkumar Reddy Algubelli ....... MS Udaya Sree Gangasani ................ MS Josh C. Nieman .......................... MS Franklin W Sharpe ...................... MS 
Margret V Badugu ...................... MS 
Hari Siva Kwnar Reddy Bhogala MS 
Venkata N aga Chiranjeevi 
Ganugapati ................................. MS 
Frank U. Nwamu ........................ MS 
Srood M. Omer .......................... MS 
Samrat Subedi ............................ MS 
Alexander R. Towell ................... MS 
Jared A. Boeser ........................... MS Sri ram Garudeswaran ................. MS Rachel L. Pashea ......................... MS Chai than ya Valleru ...................... MS 
Neha Dabbakuti ......................... MS Raghu Naishadh Gopisetty ......... MS Vamsi Krishna Pavuluri ............... MS Poojitha Vundavalli ..................... MS 
Hossein Darvish ......................... MS Maisie A. Graser ......................... MS Geetha Ravi .......................... ...... MS Vinod Kumar Yenduri .. .......... ..... MS 
Bryan J. Dirks ............................. MS Daniel J. Hauer .......................... MS Gaudencio P. Reveldez ................ MS Joshua K. Young ......................... MS 
Timothy R. Duncan .................... MS Lalita Tripura Sundari Jayanthi ... MS Samuel Ross .......................... ..... MS Pouya Yousefzadehfard ................ MS 
Jessica M. Eichhorst.. .................. MS Jeffrey N. Mason ......................... MS Baris M. Sagsoy .......................... MS Zhu Zhang ................................. MS 
Ataisi S. Eneyo ........................... MS Daniel R. Mccullough ................. MS Joshua J. Schmitz ........................ MS 
Undergraduate degrees 
Christopher A. Adams ................ BA Cody M. Davis ........................... . BS J ustln A. Huelsmann ................... BS Jacob Richardson ........................ BS 
Donald T. Jackson ....................... BA Willian1 M. Domitrovich ............. BS Charles W Johnson ..................... BS Reagan R. Robertson .................. BS 
Andrew L. Stubblefield .... ~ .......... BA Jeremy L. Eck .............................. BS Seth W Johnson .......................... BS Thomas J. Ryan ........................... BS 
Jordan D. Atwood ....................... BS Daniel A. Fanning ....................... BS William J. Kinney ........................ BS Daniel C. Schachner .................. .. BS 
Natalie C. Becker ......................... BS Anthony Ford .............................. BS Kent Kobernus ............................ BS Benjamin A. Siecinski .................. BS 
Adrian K. Bennett ....................... BS Greg A. Fulk ................................ BS Edward G. Kolkovich .................. BS Andrew D. Skaer .......... : .............. BS 
Austin P. Bernskoetter .................. BS Joshua P. Gagen ........................... BS Jared S. Kraus .............................. BS Joshua Slater ..... .......... ................. BS 
Matthew R. Boone ...................... BS Kassidy C. Garrison ..................... BS Jonathan W Kutz ........................ BS Jesse C. Smith ............................. BS 
Corey W Branson ........................ BS Alexander F. Gehm ...................... BS Humberto Lagwia ....................... BS Brooke Stein ................... ............. BS 
Mario D. Brown .......................... BS Jennifer Gerwitz .......................... BS Dre)V M. Mahan .......................... BS Theresa M. Stout ......................... BS 
Andrew M. Bunch er .................... BS Gregory R. Goedelman ............... BS Amy C. Miller ............................. BS Stephanie J. Veile ......................... BS 
Joshua B. Bru1jan ......................... BS Aaron L. Green ........................... BS Samantha A. Muir ....................... BS Andrew J. Veliz ............................ BS 
Ryan A. Burling ........................... BS Samuel Greenwalt ........................ BS Julio A. Naveira ........................... BS Michael A. Vercellino ................... BS 
Matthew P. Carey ........................ BS Matthew W Grove ...................... BS Timothy R. Nielsen ..................... BS Justin C. Waldrop ........................ BS 
Zachary M. Carlson ..................... BS Asher L. Haggard ........................ BS Chris Oehmke ............................. BS Adam L. Walton .......................... BS 
Adam C. Chkautovich ................. BS Brad M. Hattan ........................... BS Kevin K. Oliva ............................ BS John N. Weidner ......................... BS 
Theodore W Correll .................... BS Joel D. Herrmann ....................... BS Stephanie D. Osborn ................... BS Kelsey N. Weissman ..................... BS 
Eric M. Czichos ........................... BS Matthew D. Hilbert.. ................... BS Randolph S. Prause ..................... BS Christopher L. Wiedner. .............. BS 
Aaron C. Davies .......................... BS Caleb B. Hobbs ........................... BS Shaw1 A. Ran1sey ........................ BS 
School of Pharmacy 
Graduate degrees 
Danielle R. Burris .............. PHRMD Alan R. Phelps ................... PHRMD Alyssa N. Riederer. ............ PHRMD 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
GIVE YOU MORE! 
Place your classified ad 
at a time convenient tor you 
using our easy and secure 
online interface at: 
alestlelive.com'classifieds 
Deadlines: 
By noon Friday for Tuesday issue 
or noon Monday for Thursday issue 
Having trouble? Call 618-650-3528 
or e-mail classifieds@alestlelive.com 
Alestle Office Hours: 
MUC2022 
8 a.m. -4:30 p.m. Monday-Friday 
HELP WANTED 
Exercise group class instructor, position 
now open. Mornings or evenings available. 
No experience necessary, great pay. 
Leisure World Health Club Collinsville, Ill. 
Call Mark for details (618) 791-5482 
• • 
FOR RENT 
HOLIDAY SPECIAL! 1/2 off November & 
December rent with a 12-month lease! 
2BR, 1.58A Starting at $833/month. W/d 
hook-up, microwave, dishwasher, 
oven/range, refrigerator. Select units 
free basic cable. Pet-friendly. Garages 
Available. 
Cherry Hills Properties 
(618) 692-9310 
2 Bedroom Apartment 
Furnished or unfurnished ($900 or 
$720). Quiet, clean, private garage, W/D 
and appliances. In lower level of private 










21 Glen-Ed Professional Park 
Glen Carbon, IL 62034 
New Patient Cleaning Special 
ONLY$49 
(Includes cleaning, x-rays and exam) 
Take Home Whitening Special 
ONLY$99 
(Includes whitening kit+ custom trays) 
Call us today! 
www.alestlelive.com Tuesday, December 9, 2014 
CAMPUS RECREATION 
IN TOWN OVER 
WINTER BREAK? 




YMCA access is 
available for students 




Sunday Service • Later Service 
